CASE STUDY

MAINTENANCE FREE

As we enter retirement age we often find that jobs around the garden
that were once pleasurable become difficult to manage. Without
regular maintenance lawns, patios and decking can become patchy,
slippery or uneven.
Although tending flower beds and pots
can still bring pleasure, mowing or weeding
a lawn can be a physically daunting task.
With the damp UK weather, patio slabs
can become a slippery hazard, and this
can deter the elderly from enjoying their
outdoor space.
Gardens with large over hanging trees can
cause a dark, damp environment. Existing
slabs can become covered in moss and
algae making walking treacherous. With
physical challenges to face, replacing
uneven slabs with artificial grass is a safer,
maintenance free way forward.
Decking can also be hazardous when wet
and over the winter months can become
covered in algae. By covering with a
underlay and artificial grass, a previously
dangerous area can become a vibrant, lush
lawn area.
Often slabs can become lose and rocky.
While on site installing artificial grass many
uneven slabs can be repaired using a full
mortar base.

Artificial Grass & the elderly

Natural gardens require a large amount of
maintenance, from weeding to feeding and
cutting and edging lawns. However, it is not
only the aesthetic aspect of a garden that can
be affected if the garden becomes neglected.
Pathways can become slippery or loose
and uneven. Decking if not properly treated
annually can become incredibly dangerous
underfoot in the wet months.
The maintenance on an artificial lawn is
minimal. If your garden or neighbours’ gardens
contain deciduous trees, leaves must be
brushed off to prevent a build-up. This can be
done with either a stiff brush or a leaf blower.
Animal faeces can easily be removed and
wiped clean. For a lush, green maintenance
free lawn all year round heard-wearing, our UK
made, UV protected artificial grass is definitely
the answer.
Artificial Grass Cambridge not only replace
existing lawns with artificial grass but also
cover decking areas, remove or mend patio
areas and can also insert new pathways /ramps
into a garden to make them more accessible.
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